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Exploration value differentials



Exploration value differential
Often a big difference between NI43-101 NPVs and market cap

 Industry professionals and observers are 
often confused by the large difference 
between an exploration company’s market 
cap and the NPV reported in its project 
NI43-101.

 This confusion is caused by:
• What an NPV in a NI43-101 represents and 

why it is reported.
• How exploration companies create value.
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Exploration value differential
Technical uncertainty and the value of learning

What is 
there?

Can it be 
mined?  

When 
will it be 
mined?

Cost to 
develop?

Metal 
prices?

Exploration / 
project

uncertainty
driven by:

 Exploration and building a mine are 
highly uncertain activities – a small 
probability of large gain and a large 
probability of a (hopefully!) small loss.

 High technical uncertainty is managed 
by learning – make a series of small 
optional investments before making a 
large irreversible investment decision.

 Mining professionals often fail to 
recognize the value impact of technical 
uncertainty when reviewing a NI43-101 
report.
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 Junior exploration company has 
advanced their property by issuing a 
positive PEA.  Key project details:
• PEA NPV of $435m.
• Development CPX present value is 

$415m.  Present value of operating 
profits is $850m.

• Projects of this type have a 60% 
failure rate.

 Company management is 
disappointed that their market 
capitalization is under $30 million.

 Is management right to feel hard 
done by?

Junior MinCo example —
Background information

Photocredit: Shutterstock / Heavily Meditated
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 The model doesn’t work if we simply probability-weight success and failure 
outcomes.

• Exploration companies with early-stage projects have positive value.
• Model is a poor reflection of the exploration process.

Junior MinCo example —
A simple probability-weight value model

Deposit information events:
E1: Deposit exists
E2: Deposit does not exist (fail)

Event
Event

PV
Event

probability
Weighted

PV

E1 $435.0m 40% $174.0m

E2 -$415.0m 60% -$249.0m

NPV -$75.0m

Cost of Failure (“CoF”) is $415.0m.
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CoF is a risk measure.  It is the mean 
of all negative cumulative cash flow 
outcomes.



 Let’s assume we can design an exploration program providing 100% accurate 
information.
• Imagine a program in which MinCo defers development and runs a 4-Year exploration / 

design program costing $40m to learn about the deposit.

 The exploration program is a low-cost learning option that allows MinCo to exit 
the project and avoid losing development capital if the results are unfavorable.

 However, this model appears to over-value the project.

Junior MinCo example —
Recognize perfect information from an exploration program

Event
Event

PV
Event

probability
Weighted

PV

E1 $317.9m 40% $127.1m

E2 -$40.0m 60% -$24.0m

NPV $103.1m

Cost of Failure is $40.0m.

Note: 4-Year discount factor at 5% is 0.8227.
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 However, we live in an imperfect world in which exploration information is 
unreliable so MinCo’s project outcomes are more complicated.
• Imperfect exploration data can be misinterpreted which leads to developing when 

you shouldn’t (FALSE POS) or walking away when the deposit exists (FALSE NEG).

Junior MinCo example —
Recognize imperfect exploration information

Deposit information events:
E1: Deposit exists
E2: Deposit does not exist (fail)

Exploration information events:
A: Exploration is positive
B: Exploration is negative

Note: 4-Year discount factor at 5% 
is 0.8227.
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 Exploration still creates value when information is imperfect and the chance 
of successfully developing the project has declined to 32%.
• The ability to avoid a large capital loss by making a small learning investment has 

positive value even when there is still a small possibility of a FALSE POS outcome.
• However, our Cost of Failure has more than doubled.

Junior MinCo example —
Recognize imperfect exploration information

Event
Event

PV
Event

probability
Weighted

PV

A ∩ E1 $317.9m 32% $101.7m

A ∩ E2 -$381.4m 12% -$45.8m

B ∩ E1 -$40.0m 8% -$3.2m

B ∩ E2 -$40.0m 48% -$19.2m

NPV $33.5m

Cost of Failure is $100.3m.
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 A junior exploration company is thinking about 
how to advance one of their early-stage 
prospects.

 Company believes the prospect has the 
following potential after an initial review of site 
and regional information:
• Expected 2.7 million ozs payable gold with 

residual uncertainty range of 2.2 to 3.2 million ozs.
• Development CPX of $450 million over two years 

leading to an open pit producing 270k oz/year for 
10 years at an ASIC of $700/oz.

• Initial gold price forecast is a flat $1,250/oz.
• Simple tax regime; 30% CIT rate

 How does the company create value given 
there is a very low probability (5%) that a 
mineable deposit exists on the property?

Example — Creating value from a gold resource
Project background

Lemkow, D. and E Everret (2004). Red Lake Greenstone Belt.
Geological Survey of Canada.
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 Exploration company can create value by running an exploration / design 
study program as a series of compound learning options.

Example — Creating value from a gold resource
Exploration / design study decision tree

Study
stage Cost

Scoping $5m

PEA $10m

PFS $20m

BFS $40m

Study total $75m

Dev CPX $450m

Total CPX $525m

0 2 4 6 8 10
Year

Run Scope
for $5m.

Scope
fail

Positive
Scope Run

PEA for
$10m?

No

Yes

PEA decision
point

PEA
fail

Positive
PEA Run

PFS for
$20m?

No

Yes

PFS decision
point

PFS
fail

Positive
PFS Run

BFS for
$40m?

No

Yes

BFS decision
point

BFS
fail

Positive
BFS Build for

$450m?

No

Yes

Build decision
point

Deposit
fail

Mine deposit
for 10 years

Deposit operate
or fail

Legend

: Receive study / deposit information

: Investment decision point (close if AU price is too low)

: Close project
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 Gold price behaviour is modelled with a 
non-reverting geometric Brownian 
motion.
• Standard model describing gold price 

movements for financial reporting.
• A 2% increase in price results in a 2% 

increase in gold forecast.  Uncertainty 
increases with term.

 Technical success model calculates 
discrete exploration outcome 
probabilities with Bayesian updating.
• Initial 5% probability that deposit exists.
• There is a 20% conditional probability for 

FALSE NEG and FALSE POS outcomes 
at the Scoping stage.  These probabilities 
decline by 5% for each subsequent stage.

Example — Creating value from a gold resource
Gold price and technical uncertainty exposures

Gold price model

Technical success / failure model
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2.90%



 Project value increases with the successful completion of each stage of an 
exploration / design program.  A failed stage has no value.
• High implied project discount rates and low value per ounce are associated with 

early program stages given the high probability of failure.  Later stages have higher 
values and lower discount rates as the probability of failure declines.

Example — Creating value from a gold resource
Value of an exploration / design program

Implied DRate: Discount rate required to equate the NI43-101 financial model NPV to the 
exploration model NPV.
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 At the start of an exploration / 
design program, there is:
• a high probability of a small loss, and
• a small probability of a large gain.

 The chance of loss declines and the 
chance of gain increases as a 
project is successfully advanced.

 Note that the CoF amount includes 
losses due to both:
• technical failure, and
• the possibility of low metal prices.

Example — Creating value from a gold resource
Risk management role of a exploration / design program

Cost of Failure and probabilities 

Profit from Success (PfS) and probabilities
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 Technical and market risks decline and value increases (bubble size) as a 
project successfully moves through an exploration / design program.

Example — Creating value from a gold resource
Risk management role of a exploration / design program
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 Exploration valuation differentials are the result of not recognizing the value 
impact of technical uncertainty and how exploration resolves uncertainty.

 Cash flow models can reduce exploration value differentials and explain how 
exploration creates value if they recognize technical uncertainty.

 Several observations from the examples:
• Early-stage resources only have value because of the learning options embedded 

in an exploration / design study program.
• Exploration / design study programs have an important risk management role in that 

they reduce the cost of failure.

 Extensions to today’s discussion include:
• Recognize execution risk – there are commonalities with the technical risk model.
• Explicit linking information objectives, information reliability, and investment budgets 

during exploration program design.  Learn to walk away from a failed opportunity.

Understanding exploration value differentials —
Concluding comments…
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Questions and comments

Contact information
Michael Samis, SCM Decisions

michael.samis@SCMDecisions.com
416-527-3421

Creating value from exploration —
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Decision analysis textbooks and a paper discussing the value of information.
Clemens, R. 1996. Making hard decisions: An introduction to decision analysis – 2nd edition.  Duxbury Press.
Clemens, R. and T. Reilly 2013.  Making Hard Decisions with Decision Tools.  South-Western Cengage Learning. Ohio.
Raiffa, H. 1968.  Decision analysis – introductory lectures of choice under uncertainty. Addison-Wesley, Reading, 
Massachusetts.
Samis, M. and J. Steen 2020. Financial Evaluation of Mining Innovation Pilot Programs and the Value of Information. 
Working paper.  I can send a copy if you contact me by email.

Business books discussing information-gathering for business decisions in high uncertainty environments.
McGrath, R. and I. MacMillan 2009. Discovery-Driven Growth. Harvard Business Press, Boston, MA.
Ries, E. 2011. The Lean Startup. Crown Business, New York.

Textbooks and an article discussing the value of information and natural resource exploration.
Davis G. and M. Samis 2006. Using real options to value and manage exploration. In, Special publication 12: Wealth 
creation in the minerals industry: integrating science, business, and education.  Society of Economic Geologists, 
Littleton, CO. pp 273 – 294.
Newendorp P. 1996. Decision analysis for petroleum exploration. Planning Press, Aurora, Colorado, USA.
Newendorp, P., and J. Schuyler 2014.  Decision analysis for petroleum exploration – 3rd edition.  Planning Press, 
Aurora, Colorado, USA.

Excellent introductory book discussing the business case for AI.
Agrawal, A, Gans, J. and Goldfarb, A. 2018. Prediction Machines: The Simple Economics of Artificial Intelligence. 
Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press.
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